Simulation of the Effect of Synapses: the Significance of the Dendritic Diameter in Impulse Propagation.
The effectiveness of synapses at various sites of the dendritic tree was studied using a segmental cable model with a program developed by Hines (Int. J. Biomed. Comput., 24, 55 - 68, 1989). The model rendered possible a high-fidelity simulation of the dendritic geometry of a frog motoneuron described in the accompanying paper (Birinyi et al., Eur. J. Neurosci., 1003 - 1012, 1992). The model was used in the passive membrane mode and the synaptic activity was simulated with current injections into large and small diameter dendrites at proximal and distal locations. Synaptic efficiency was defined by the charge transfer ratio expressed as the proportion of the injected current which appeared at the soma. The charge transfer ratio was determined with uniform and non-uniform distribution of specific membrane resistance over the soma - dendrite surface while the diameter of selected dendrite segments changed. The best charge transfer ratio was found with the largest dendrite membrane resistance, and the maximum efficiency of synaptic activity appeared at the original size of the dendrite segment stimulated. The amount of current that flowed in the proximal and distal directions from the segment stimulated depended on the diameter of that segment. The increase in diameter of proximal dendrites increased synaptic efficiency on distal dendrites, whereas the reverse caused a decline in synaptic efficiency on proximal dendrites. In addition to the diameter of dendrites, the arborization pattern also played a significant role in this mechanism. It is concluded that the cellulipetal increase in dendrite diameter greatly increases synaptic efficiency.